Hello ,
February is done. LR Team welcomes you to the month of March 2016. Ever wondered
why it is called March?
Those of you who followed us closely will agree that February with the LR team on the
blogosphere was packed full with all things motivational. Dr. Ibrahim Wada made us
understand how to keep pushing the boundaries when he asked us "if the sky really is
the limit for man's achievements". Our inspiring events section x-rayed how we can
each become millionaires with the summary of the life-changing event held in the
Croydon Conference Centre London. It was a melting pot for Millionaires and Millionaires
-in-the making alike. Business & Career Seminar - 2016 - The Making of Millionaires
was the bomb - the speakers each highlighted fundamental ingredients and the holistic
recipe needed for making Millionaires or becoming Millionaires. "The wind beneath my
wings - Ivan Jnr. Story" was about how to stay strong in the face of unexpected life
adversity. The Ibuno Family, with the story of Ivan Jnr, made us realize how many of
us are heroes and heroines lurking in life's shadows because " like diamonds, formed
by pressure and buried deep beneath the earth" we often surmount life's most rigorous
challenges making each others stories some of our greatest inspirational sources. Dr.
Sheila Ochugboju Kaka let us into her world. This Virologist and Amazon of Africa, in
her feature article "Badass Scientists can be Heroes too" told us how we can all be
heroes, for a day and maybe even more, irrespective of our "perceived" identities,
simply because heroes often have surprising or even unexpected identities.
As we March on to this 3 rd month of the year 2016, you will need to remain in our LR
space for your weekly dose of inspiring messages from our fellow collaborators. These
are men and women from varied backgrounds helping to promote our mantra of
"borderless motivation". This month, we shall be learning from a winner of Africa Movie
Academy Awards(AMAA) best screenplay award. Furthermore, a mentor of many
women and an entrepreneur par excellence will feature in this space. Are you keen to
know who else and what else we have lined up as we March on?If you are, then stick
with us like a stamp on an envelope.
Finally, to answer the opening question above: March, the third month of our modern
calendar with 31 days therein is named after Mars, the ancient Roman god of war. "Only
the dead have seen the end of war."
Plato the great teacher once said. That means we march and fight the wars of life as far
as we have breath in us.
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